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Enbridge Energy Company, Inc.
Order on Petition for Declaratory Order
110 FERC '161)11 (2005)
Enbridge Energy Company, Inc. (Enbridge) filed a petition for a declaratory order
asking the Commission to confirm the proposed rate structure for Enbridge's planned
Spearhead pipeline, which will essentially reverse the direction of a reeently purchased,
idle existing line to transport crude oil from Chicago, Illinois to Cushing, Oklahoma. The
proposed rate structure includes discounts for shippers who accept Transportation Service
Agreements with minimum volume commitments, with larger discounts going to shippers
who accept larger commitments. Uncommitted shippers will receive a higher rate that is
subject to indexing. The uncommitted rate also includes a starting rate base that reflects
the price paid by Enbridge to acquire the line, as opposed to the depreciated original cost
ofthe line. Finally, supplemental revenues generated through a surcharge on the rates of
En bridge' s Canadian pipelines are to be treated as incidental revenue to Spearhead.
The Commission issued the order, emphasizing, however, that: I) its rulings did
not address Enbridge ' s proposal to implement a surcharge applicable to Canadian
shippers (that is a matter subject to the jurisdiction of Canada's National Energy Board).
2) it was not approving the proposed uncommitted rate on a cost-of-service basis (the
infonnation necessary for that detennination would have to be filed later), and 3) the
order may not be construed as granting approval of the proposed Transportation Service
Agreements with the shippers. The Commission also noted that it was approving the
proposed rate structure based on the unique facts of this case.
Specifically, the Commission approved use of the purchase price of the pipeline
in rate base inasmuch as Enbridge mel the two-prong test that the asset is being put to a
new usc and the transaction wilJ confer substantial benefits on ratepayers (the assumption
was made that the former owner will have no equity interest in this pipeline when it goes
back into service). The Commission also found that the discounted term rates were
acceptable as the committed and uncommitted shippers were not similarly situated, thus
there was no discrimination. As for the uncommitted rate. even though the proposed rate
was not supported by the data and did not conform to the Commission' s policy of
·
designing rates based on design capacity, the Commission accepted it as a non-protested,
agreed-upon rate .
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Enbtlcfge Energy Company, Inc., Docket No. OROS-1.000
Order on Petition for Declaratory Order

(tuued March 3, 2006)
Before CommiMkmera: Pat Wood, 10, Chalrm~~n; N0111 Mud Brownell, Jo.eph T. Kelliher, •nd Suedeen G.
Kelty.

1. On December 10, 2004. Enbridge Energy Company, Inc. (Enbridge) filed a petition for a dedaratory order
asking the Commission to confirm the proposed rate structure for Enbridge's planned Spearhead pipeline, which
will transport primarily Canadian crude oil from Chicago, Illinois, to Cushing, Oklahoma.
2. As discussed beklw, the Commission wll issue a declaratory order. However, the Commission emphasizes
that its rulings here do not address Enbridge's proposal to Implement a surcharge applicable to canadian
shippers. That proposed surcharge is subject to the jurisdiction of canada's NatiOnal Energy Board (NEB). In
addition, the Commission Is not approving the proposed uncommitted rate on a cost~-181Vioe basis. Further, this
order may not be construed as granting approval of the proposed Transportation Service Agreement (TSA).
3. This order Is based on the unique facts of this case. Enbridge has satisfied requirements for advance
approval of the oil pipeline's proposed rate structure. This order benefits customers by allowing Enbridge to
reverse an Idle pipeline system that wiN provide transportation for an expected signlftcant Increase in YYestem
canadian aude oil production over the next decade. Completion of the project wiU atfofd domestic reftnen access
to a source of refinery feedstock that will help offset dwindling oil supplies from the Mid- Continent area.

L S.ckground
4. Enbridge explains that the Spearhead project wiJI extend Enbridge's existing pipeline system, which
connects the upper Midwestern U.S. and Eastern Caulda. Enbridge asserts that new technology for extracting
aude oH from the oil sand reserves In West8m canada has led the NEB and others to forecast a sharp increase
in canadian oil supplies available for export Enbridge maintains that the sJgniftcant market Interest in greater
acceas to the canadian aude oil supplies at the Cushing hub justifies the Spearhead project

5. The Spearhead P'cject wm nwerae an existing crude a.l ptpettne system from CUshing to Chicago. According

to Enbridge, the pipeline originalty was owned a1d opended as an undivided joint Interest plpeine by three major
oil companies, although CCPS Transportation, LL. C. (CCPS), a wholly-owned subsidiary of BP Pipelines (North
eventuaUy aasumed sole ownership of the pipeline. Enbridge atates that CCPS had
terminated operations over most of the pipeline's route by January 2003 and was continuing to provide service
only from Cushing to a connection at caney, Kansas, from which oil was transported to a single refinery at
Cofteyv\He, Kansas. Approximately 85 percent of the physical assets of the line have been completely ldk! since
that time.!
America) Inc. (BP),
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U. Description of The Proposal

6. Enbridge states that one of its subsidiaries purchased 90 percent of the pipeline system in 2003 for $115.6
million and acquired an option to
(81,793]

purchase the remaining 10 percent interest for $12.4 million, resulting in a total purchase price of approximately
$128 I'Miion. However, continues Enbridge, approximately $11 .9 million of the pipeline's assets wil not be used
directly to provide Spearhead service; therefore, the net purchase price of the jurisdictional Spearhead assets will
be approximately $116.2 mllion. In addition, Enbridge estimates that the cost of reversing the pipeline will be
$43.7 million (excluding AFUDC). Thus, Enbridge calculates that the total cost of the Spearhead pipe4ine facilities
In service Will be approximately $159.9 million.
7. Enbridge asserts that the pipeline's initial capacity wiU be approximately 125,000 barrels per day (BPD). at
an assumed slate of 50 percent heavy crude oil and 50 percent light crude oil. However, if shippers' volume
commitments wanan~ Enbridge expects to inause lhe Spearhead capacity to approximately 160,000 BPD
through the addition of incremental pumping capacity.:2

8. Enbridge states that it will seek NEB approval for a surcharge on the Enbridge pipelines' canadian tariff
rates that wtn generate supplemental revenues for Spearhead. Enblidge has negotiated this proposed financial
support &1'f111198"'8nt with the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), which represents Canadian
oil producers.
9. Enbridge reports that It oonduded an open season ending November 26, 2004, asking shippers to make 10yesr volume oornmitments to the new pipeline In retum for specified term rate discounts. Enbridge reports that

COfiVl1itted Shippen; have executed TSAa for a total initial minimum volume commitment of 60,000 BPD,
escalating to 70,000 BPD in 2008 and 75,000 BPD from 2009 forward (assuming no exercise of specified interim
step;.~p rights). Enbridge submits that this level of volume oommltments is suftldent to wanant proceeding with
the project.
10. En bridge contends that the basic TSA terms are similar to those of a throughput-and- deficiency
agreement, a standard Industry mechanism that allows shippers to provide financial support for a new pipeline
investment Enbridge states that the initial term of the Spearhead TSAs Is 10 years and that shippers have the
option of extending the term for an additional 10 years If the pipeline does not cease operations at the end of the
initial term According to Enbridge, the minimum committed volume is 5,000 BPD, and oonvnitments can etther be
fixed (i.e ., the same fixed volume over the initial term) or escalating (I.e.• the committed volume may be stairstepped, with a greater commitment in iater years). Moreover, add& Enbridge, each committed shipper has the
right to increase its minimum volume commitment by an amount (the sh!JHJP volume commitment) that varies
depending upon the ~vel of the average initial commitment~

Enbridge also emphasizes that committed shippers will have guaranteed ao::ess to Spearhead capacity, but that
they wift be subject to the proration poticy to be established In Spearhead's rules and regulations tariff.
11. Ent·ridge states that shippers who make substantial long-term throughput commitments wilt receive
substantially discOunted rates for the term of the TSAa. Specifically, continues Enbridge, shippers whose volume
oommltments (Including step-up volumes) are less than 10,000 BPD will pay a discounted tariff rate of $0.85 per
barrel, subject to an annuat lnftation adjustment for the term of the TSA. Further, explains Enbridge, shippers
whose volume commitments are 10.000 BPD or greater wiH pay a discounted rate of $0.75 per batTel (with the
same inftation adjustment).4 ln addition, oontinues Enbridge, to the extent a commttted shipper is required to
make deficiency payments for failure to ship the minimum committed volumes, ~ can use those paymen~ as
prepaid transportation credits for a limited period of time. However, Enbridge pomts out that. for uncommitted
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volumes (i.e., volumes tendered by shippers who did not execute TSAs during the open season or volumes
tendered by committed shippers in excess of their minimum volume commitment), the tariff rate will be S1.50 per
barrel, subject to the Commission's indexing rules.~

[61 ,794)

12. Enbridge maintains that Speartlead initially will offer service from a connection with the Lakehead Pipeline
system at Griffith, Indiana. to the inlet of the Enbridge Ozar1< terminal at Cushing. Enbridge anticipates that it
eventually wiH construct a new line (to be known as the Southern Access PlpeUne) 1o provide transportaHon from
the Lakehead terminal at Superior, Wsconsin, to a connection with Spearhead at Aanagan, IIHnols, thereby
allowing crude oil destined from Canada to Cushing to ftow directly through the Flanagan interconnection point
However, states Enbridge, for both committed and uncommitted volumes, the tariff rates on Spearhead will
remain the same from Flanagan to Cushing as they were from Griffith 1o Cushing.

13. Enbridge seeks the following rulings from the Coovnission:

A That the cost of service undertying the Speartlead uncommitted rate can indude a startW!g rate base reflecting
the price paid by Enbridge to acquire the Cushing-to-Chicago pipeVne system prior to Its revefSBI;

B. That Spearhead can use a discounted committed rate structure similar to those approved by the Commission
in Express Pipeline Partnersh., (Expresa}-0 and Pfantation Pipe Une Co. (Plantation);?
C. That Spearhead can post an initial cost-of- &eMce rate of $1 .50 per barrel fer uncommitted volumes, subject to
application of the Commi&sion's indexing rules in future years; and
D. That supplemental revenues expected to be generated through a surcharge on the rates of En bridge's
Ga1adian pi~ines should be treated as incidental revenue to Spearhead in assessing whether Spearhead's
revenues exceed its jurisdictional revenue.

Enbridge maintains that the Commiuion previously has recognized the value of provkting advance rate
guidance for projects of this natwe through the dedaratoty order mechanism.f As discussed bebw. the
Cornrlission grants in part the requested rulings.

m. Public Noke, lnterventiona, and ProiMt
14. Public notiCe of Enbridge's petttion was issued December 16, 2004, providing for interventions and protests
to be filed by January 10, 2005. CAPP a'ld Terasen Pipelines (USA) Inc. (Terasen) flied timely motions tc
intervene and convnenta. Aint Hlh Resources, LP (Flint Hilla) ftled a motion to Intervene out of time and a
protest
15. CAPP supports the Commiuion's general policy requiring the use of depreciated original cost as the
foundation of 11118 base In the ptpeUne ratemaldng process. However, contends CAPP, Enbridge's proposal
wammts a deviation from that po4icy in light of the specific facts and circumstanoes surrounding the proposal,
tnduding the etlk:iency of utilizing 1nac1tve fadlities, the introduction of new suppUes, and the reversal of the
transportation route. Further, maintains CAPP, while the coat of aervtce undet1ying the Spearhead uncommitted
rate will include a starting rate base refteeting the purchase price of the facilities, the proposed rate of $1 .50 per
barrel Ia $0.49 cents per barref less than the initial rate computed on a coat· of..-Mce basis by Enbridge.

16. Terasen states that, along wtth Ita C&nadian aftlllate, It operates the Express ?~paine LLC (Express) and
Platte Pipe Line Company (Ptatte) pipeline facUlties, which deilvar crude oil supplies Into U.S. l'll8fkets. According
to Terasen, the canadian portions of these systams are regulated by the NEB and compete with each other.
Wlite Terasen does not oppose the Speamead project, it raises two IAUeS for the ConYnission's consideration.

b
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17. First, Terasen asks the Commission to be aware of the Implications of the fourth ruling sought by En bridge,
which presupposes an NEB- approved surcharge to recover a shortfall in revenues from the Spearhead project
Terasen argues that the Commission should not provide either express or implicit approval of that surcharge in
the declarat:)ry order because the surcharge i& exclusively within the NEB's jurisdiction.
18. Secoi'ld, Terasen asks the Commission to make it clear that it is not approving the TSA provisions, given
the potential for certain anti-competitive rate consequences. In particular, Terasen expresses concern about a
provision of the TSA, which provides that the existing Spearhead project entity, CCPS, will not
join In the posting of a joint tariff for transporting crude oH into Cushing, Oklahoma, that would result in lower
total transportation costs than would be incurred by Shipper for transportation over the same route pursuant to
this agreement provided that CCPS shall be permitted
[81,715]

to Introduce new services at rates it deems to be acceptable.
19. Terasen points out that the Spearhead line will cross the Platte pipeline near 5allsbury, Missouri.
HistcricaOy, continues Tet'BSefl, the Cushlng..to-Chicago pipefine system has been lntefconnected with Platte,
which owns extensive tank terminals and other faciHties that ate physically attached to that pipeline. Terasen
acknowledges that the proposed Spearhead pipeline has been idled recently, but emphasizes that Salisbury is a
destination on the Express joint tariffs~ and the P1atte local tartff. 10 According to Terasen, an Interconnection
between Platte and the Spearhead project would provide a means of transporting C&nadlan crude oil production
to Cushing via the Express, Platte, and Spearhead systems. Terasen believes that shippers would benefit by
having the choice of transportatioo on an all-Enbridge series of pipelines or an alternate pipetlne MfVice provided
In part by the Teraaen pipelines. However, continues Terasen, clause 4.6(b) of1he TSA might be construed by
Enbridge as precluding tan1f arrangements that would permit more competitive transportation of Canadian crude
oil to Cushing through the Terasen!Spearhea transportation alternative under joint rates. Terasen argues that
such a contractual undertaking would raise significant anti-competitive concerns and should not be endorsed,
even impllciUy, by the Commission. Consequently, Terasen urges the Commission to darify that It is not
addressing the Aawfulness or reasonableness of the aspects of the TSA except those provisions required by
Enbridge's speclflc rate reque81s. In Its response to Terasen's comments, Enbridge states that It does not object
to either clartftcation requested by Terasen.
20. Aint Hills does not oppose the Spearhead project, but it challenges the proposed surcharge on Canadian
shippers. Flint Hills explains that it owns and ope1ates an oil reftnery at Pine Bend, Minnesota, that receives
Canadian heavy crude oil via the Enbridge pipeline system. Flint HUis s1ates that it Is one of the largest shippers
on the Enbidge system, and under the subsidy proposed by Enbridge, would pay approximately an additional $1
million per "fear.
21. Aint Hilts contends that It asked Enbridge to notify it of any filing wfth the NEB, which Enbridge failed to do.
Flint Hills also states that it has sent a IaUer to the NEB expressing its concems with the proposed surcharge. In
its protest. Aint Hilla asks the Commisak)n to defer action on Enbridge's petition for a dedaratory order until after
the NEB has acted on Enbridge's request for approval of the surcharge. In addition, Flnt Hils asks the
Commlssion to address three Issues with respect to the Enbridge petition.

22. First. Flint Hills acknowledges that Enbridge is not asking the Commission to approve the subsidy Itself, but
Flint Hills maintains that Enbridge dearty Is seeking Commuion approval of a shipper surcharge on a pipeline in
a foreign country for the purpose of subsidizing rates for different shippers on a pipeline within the U.S. Aint Hills
maintains that Enbfidge Is seeking to use a Comml&&ion ruling as leverage with the NEB. In fact, argues Flint
Hills, It is questionable whether the NEB has jurisdiction to authorize collection of the proposed subsidy. and
lllOA!Over, Enbridge's NEB application raises serious regulatory policy considerations, such as whether parties
who do not obtain sefVice on Spearhead or support the subsidization of Spearhea<fs revenue requirement should
be required to bear costs associated with the proposed pipetine project. Second, continues Flint Hills, the
proposed surcharge may be an issue of first Impression for this Commission because Express and Plantation do
not address the issue of shippers on one pipeline subsidizing the rates for shippers on another pipeline. Third,
Flint Hills contends that It is not in the pubUc interest to have a Minnesota refiner and Its custornetS subsidize
canadian crude oil shipments to the Southwestern U.S.
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23. En bridge filed a response opposing Flint Hills' motion to Intervene out of time and protest Enbridge
emphasizes that it is not asking, and the Commission does not have the authority. to require Flint Hills to pay the
proposed surcharge. Thus, reasons Enbridge, Flint Hills has no direct and substantial economic interest in this
proceeding and merely seeks to demy the proceeding. Enbridge further asserts that the proposed Spearhead
rates will not change even If the proposed surcharge revenues are disregarded or treated in another manner.
Enbridge contends that the TSAs obRgate it to maintain discounted term rates and an agreed-upon uncommitted
rate tor the term of the TSAs.

24. The Commission wiM grant Flint Hills' motion to Intervene out of time for good cause. Moreover, granting the
motion to intervene at this point does not d\srupt or delay the proceeding or ante additional burdens for the
existing parties.

IY.D'acunlon
25. As discussed below, the Commission grants in part the rulings requested by Enbridge except insofar as
they relate to the proposed surcharge applicable to Canadian shippers. Additionally, the Commission tlnda that
Enbridge has not supported the proposed $1 .50 per barrel rate on a cost-of-servioe basis; however, the proposed
rate can be justified as an agreed-to rate. Further, the Commission expreases no opinion on the etfact or legality
of the proposed TSA.

A.RMeBae
26. En bridge first asks the Commission to detennine that the cost of service underlying the
(11,718]

Spearhead uncommittsd rate can Include a ~darting rate base reftac:tlng the price paid by Enbridge tc acquire the
Cushing-to-ChicagO piptMine system prior tc its reveiUI.
27. The assets of a pipeline typically are valued for rate base purposes at their original cost. which is the cost
of oon&truction or acquisition of the assets at the time they were first placed Into regulated service, less
accumulated depredation. !J However, the Commission has recognized an exception to this general policy in the
case of an arm's-tength transaction where: (1) the purchased asset wUI be devoted to a new use; and (2) the
transaction as a whole dearty has demonltrabla benettta to customans.I? Enbrtdge oontendS that such an
exception Is warranted In this caae. Accordingly, Enbridge seeks CoiTV'Tlission conftl'l'TlBtion that It may use the
purchaSe price of CCPS as a component of the rate bale for Spearhead, rather than the rate base value of the
pipeline system In the hands of the aeUing party.
28. The Commiajoo applies a two-prong test that must be aatisfied befont It will allow use of the purchase
prk:e In rate base.V The first prong requires that the acquired asset be put to a new use ao that the same
a.~stomers are not required to pay more than once for the original cost of the asset In question. The aaoond prong
of the test requires that the applicant must demonstrate by dear and convincfng evidence that the tranaaction,
including the 11!J00V8rY of the purchase price adjustment. will confer substantial benefits on the ratepayers.
Enbcidge argues that lhlppets are better off wtth the acquisition and re-use of the purchaaed asset than they
woukj be If an entirely new facility was construclltd and the original cost of the new facility Included In the rate
base.
29. The Commission agrees with Enbridge's analysis that the reversal of the Spearhead ,.peline qualtftes as a
new use for three reasons. First. the original Chk:ago-to-Cuahlng pipeline provided aefVtce in a nor1heasterty
dlrBCtien from Cushing tc the Chicago area, while the project Enbridge proposes wift reverse the pipeline so that it
can pcOYide service in a aou1hWelterty direction from Chicago to Cushing. Thus, Spearhead will provide a new
servK:e unre\ated to \he trwlspoc1ation histor\calty prtMded by the tanner owners of CCPS. Second, \he new
configuration of the pipeline wiD al\ow transportation of a fundamentally different range of products than those
originally transported. '~
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30. Moreover. ttle Spearhead service will be utilized by a fundamentally different group of customers for
different purposes than the original Cushing..tcH:hicago system. and the new shippers will be reaching entirely
different mar1<ets. To the extent there is any minor over1ap between the customers served by Spearhead and
those formerly served by CCPS. the overlap Is purely coincidental, and the shippers who executed TSAs for
Spearhead expressly acknowledge their support for this project and the proposed rate' structure.
31 . The Commission also finds that Enbridge meets the seoond prong of the test because Speamead will
provide benefits to shippers that far outweigh the amount of the purchase price adjustment By converting an
existing a56et rather than constructing an entirely new system. the pipeline will be abkt to provide service at a
greatly reduced price. A new •greenfield• pipeline traversing the same route would cost approximately $179
million more than the purchase and conversion of the Spearhead line. This benefit supports use of the purchase
price in calculating the Spearhead rate base. 15

32. Moreover, shippers and the public would accrue other benefits from the conversion of the Spearhead
pipeline, as Spearhead will provide Mid-Continent refineries with more efficient and cost-effective access to
'Nestem canadian crude oil. The Canadian crude transported to Cushing is likely to displace imports from other
countries and transportad from the Gulf Coast rather than local Mid-Continent production, and, by enhancing
supply diverstflcation, the Spearhead project will benefit the public interest by increasing refiners' security ot
suppty. Permitting the efficient re-use of a a.rrently underutillzed intrastructure asset also reduces environmental
impacts that would result from the construction of a new pi~ine.
33. In two prior cases invoMng oil pipelines, RJo Grande and Longhorn, the Commission also considered
whether a purchase price adjustment was permissible where the seller retained a part interest in the pipeline after
the sale. Because Rio Grande and Longhorn subsequentty were resolved

(81 ,797]
on other grounds, the Commlsak>n has not determined the standard to apply in determining when and to what

extent the benefits exception applies in Che face ot a retU1ed ownership interest by the selling party. However, in
the Instant case, It is not neoesaary for the Conwnlssion to resolve that issue because Enbridge has the right to
purchase the remaining 10 percent of CCPS at an agreed- upon price and is asking the Commission to assume
that it wtll own 100 pen:ent of the pipeline at the time it commences seMc:e. Enbridge agrees that any declaratory
order issued in this proceeding can be conditioned on Its exercise of the purchase option to acquire the remaining
10 percent of BPs interest Accordingly, the Commission condttions this order on the requirement that the seller
will not hotd any equity or other Interest In the new pipeline at the time service commences. Should BP remain an
equity owner of Spearhead, its proper valuation shall be subject to further review.

B. Committed IGtN
34. Enbridge aJso asks the Commission to detennine that Spearhead can use a discounted committed rate
structure simHar tD those approved by the Commission In &pressff and Plantation.!!
35. Enbridge emphasizes that prospective shippers required significant rate discounts in rerum for their
commitments. Enbridge maintains that such an arrangement is entirely consistent with the non-discrimination
provisions ~the lnters1ata Commerce Ad (ICA) so long as the TSAs and the opportunity to participate in the
discounted rates are openly available to all interested parties. Enbridge conducted an elaborate, lwcr phase open
season prooess in which all potentially interested parties had an equal and ample opportunity to participate.

36. The Commission has accepted similar discounted term rate structures through dedaratory orders it has
issued for other proposed oil ~ine projects. Express was the ftrst company to request a declaratory order that
Its proposed rates and rate stJUcture were lawful and would be accepted when Express filed it& tariffs upon
cornrnetlOOg service.16 Express hefd an open season offering discounted rates to shippers who executed
throughput commitments for various specified tenns.1e The Commission found In that case that tenn shippers and
uncommitted shlppeB were not similarly situated. Specifically. continues En bridge, co•• mitted shippers were
obligated to ship (or pay for the minimum committed volume) each month during the tenn of the contract, thus

.. ,. l'l
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providing the assured revenues necessary to permit financing of the pipeline. However, uncommitted shippers
could choose whether to ship on the Express line each month, did not provide revenue or planning assurances.
and did not provide the basis for constructing the pipeline that tenn shippers did. 20 The Commissk>n Issued a
similar declaratory order to Plantation.21
37. Enbridge maintains that It held a non-discriminatory and widely-publldzed open season after which any
interested shipper could execute a TSA. Enbridge also points out that It proposes to offer different rates to
committed and uncommitted shippers, who are not similarty situated with respect to each other. Therefore,
reasons Enbridge, the Commission should confinn that the discounted tenn rate structure for Spearhead is lawful
and will be accepted at the time Spearhead leMce commences. As stated above, neither Terasen nor Aint Hills
opposes Enbridge's petition as it relates to this issue.

38. The Commission flnds that Enbrldge conducted a transparent open season for the Spearhead capacity
from October 13, 2004, through November 26, 2004, during which all potential shippers had an equal opportunity

to become committed shippers by signing TSAs, which coi'1Yl'lit them to ship or to pay for theJr minimum volume
commitment over the term of the agreement The Commission further finds that Speamead's committed rates are
similar to discounted term rates proposed by Express, which the Commission found to be iawful.1? The
Commission found that the proposed rate structure of Express did not vkMate the undue discrirmnation or undue
preference provisions of the ICA because such rates were made availab6e to all Interested shippers and reftected
retevant dlft'erences among tenn shippers, and betWeen term and un~ shippers.23 On rehearing, the
Commission affirmed Its approval of the proposed tenn rate structure.24 Because the Express rates were
· reasonable and generally In the range of those used In other oil pipeline proceedings, and were conalstent with
Cornmlssjoo policy," the Commission found them not to be unduty discriminatory.~~ For the same reasons
articulated in Express, the Commission concludes that Spearhead's proposed committed rates wUI be lawful.

C. Uncommitted Rltte

39. Enbridge also requests confinnation that Spearhead can post an Initial cost-of-service rate of $1 .50 per
barrel for uncommitted volumes, subject to application of the Commission's Indexing rules in future years.

(11,798]

40. Enbridge asserts that the test ya. cost of aervioe for Spearhead would support an Initial rate of $1 .99 per
barrel on an average-cost basis. Atthough Enbridge Is confident that this would be a cost-justified rate under
existing Commission precedent. It belleYes that the $1.99 per barrel rate woutd be too high to attract uncommitted
volumes to Spearhead. Accordingly, states Enbridge, the TSA pr<Mdes that the initial Spearhead uncommitted
rate wm be $1 .50 per barrel, subject to the Comn'iasion's Indexing rule.
41 . En bridge seeks approval of two spedftc aspects of the coat..of-seMc:e calculation supporting the
uncommitted rate: (1) as ctisa.Jssed above, the use of an Initial rate base that refleds 1he purchase price patd by
Enbridga for the acquisition of CCPS; and (2) the appllcaUon of the Commiaion's Opinion No. 154-8 rat1t
mechodology, using projected costs and throughput for the test year, to calcuaate the Initial cost-of-servioa rate for
Spearhead. In addition, Enbridge proposes that the supplemental revenue generat&d by the proposed surcharge
on the Canadian rates of Enbridge's pipelines be nated aa Incidental revenue to Spearhead. Enbridge stJbmits
that, when the incidental revenue Is added to the projected test year revenue from b'anapo~tation provided by
Speamead, the total revenue is less than Spearhead"& tBet year COlt of lefVice.

42. Enbridge states that Ita ftllng details the calculation of Spearhead's Initial uncommitted cost-of-eervice rate,
which is based on projected cost and throughput data representing 1he best current estimate of the costs
anticipated to be incurred dt.mg Speanead'slnltlal12 months of operations. Enbridge further states that the
calculation applies the Opinion No. 154-8 methodology and utilizes the purchase price adjustment for which it
seeks approva\ \n \h\a proceeding. \n addmon, Enbridge ma\ntains that \he cap\ta\ structure, debt COS\, and equ\ty
rate of return and lnftation rate used In the calculation are cak:ulated in accordance with ~ion No. 15.4:-§ and

the Commission's prevailing guidelines for rate of return computations.
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43. Enbridge asks the Commission to accept Its cost-of--service calculation as consistent with Opinion No. t54-

6. and the Commission's cost-of- service regulations. Enbridge states that the $1 .50 per barrel rate, which would
constitute the base rate for the first year of service, would subsequently be subject to the Commission's indexing
rules.
44. Commission precedent generally dictates the use of actual design capacity for initial rates on a new
pipeline, and a pipeline is placed at risk for the costs of unsubscribed capacity based on actual capacity.26 The
Commission made an exception to this policy in the case of Crossroads PipeMne Co. (Crossroads), 2 "~ in which the

pipeline filed an application to acquire an oil pipeline and convert ~ to a gas pipeline for transportation of gas
the interstate market The Commission conduded it was appropriate to use projected throughput in light of
safeguards against over recovery implemented by Crossroads.28

in

45. The Commission finds that Spearhead's initial cost-of...servlce rate of $1 .50 per barrel for uncommitted
volumes is unsupported by the data Enbridge presents. The Commission, hoWever. will accept the $1 .50 per
barrel rate as a non- protested, agreed-upon rate. Enbridge seeks to justify the $1 .50 per barre1 uncommmed rate
on the basis that It Is less than the cost-of-servk:e supported rate of $1 .99 per barrel oomputed on a projedsd
60,000 BPD throughput This projected throughput represents volumes that shippers have already committed to
ship on Spearhead. En bridge makes no projections for additional volumes that may be shipped at the oommitted
rate or the unoommttted rate.

46. The Commission's poJicy for designing rates on new pipelines is dear. It requires Enbridge to use the
125,000 BPD design capadty figure. ~ This throughput volume and Enbrldge's proposed total cost of service of
$43,520,000 would yield a rate of $0.95/bbl. ,lQ However, Enbridge proposes no safeguards that would prevent the
over recoverles that oould result from using projected rather than design votumes. Consequently, the Commlsaion
finds that En bridge's cost-of-service submission does not justify Its proposed rate of $1.50 per barrel.
47. The Commisaion concludes, however, that it can accept the proposed initial unoommitted rate under an

alternative method. Section 342.2(b) of the regulations provides that a canier may justify an initial rate for new
service by fiHng a swam atndavtt that the nll8 is agreed to by at least one non-aftiliated person who Intends to use
the service In question and that the inttial rate is not protested. 3.t Enbridge's petition is fully supported by CAPP,
which represents the Canadian producers who have oommltted to ship on Spearhead, and no one has protested
the proposed unoonvnittBd rate. Thus, the support of CAPP for Enbtidge's proposed $1.50 rate is sufficient. in the
absence of

(&1,789)

protests, fer the Commission's acceptance of the rate. ~

E. Surc/Ntrfle Rlrte
48. Enbridge asks the Commission to rule that supplemental revenues expeded to be generated through a
surcharge on the rates of Enbridge's canadian pipelines should be treated as Incidental revenue to Spearhead in
assesslng whether Spearflead's revenues exceed its jurisdictional revenue.

49. Enbridge states that a key element of the Speamead project is the support to be provided for the project by
Canadian ol producers who expect to benefit subs1antially by the opening of a new market for their production.
Enbridge empha&izes that it is seeking NEB approval for a tariff surcharge on the tariff rates of Enbridge's
Canadian pipelines that would generate approximately S10 million per year in incremental revenue for the first five
years of the Speartlead project Enbridge does not ask the Commission to approve the rate surcharge itself, as it
agrees this Is a mattar solely within the jurisdiction of the NEB. However, Enbridge asserts that the appropriate
method for reftecting the supplemental revenue in Spearhead's Income is a proper issue for this Commission to
consider, and Enbridge requests the Commission's approvat of the method It has proposed for taking the

"Incidental revenue" into account

so.Terasen ooncurs with Enbridge's position that the proposed surcharge is a matter falling within the
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jurisdiction of the NEB. However, Terasen requests that the Commission ensure that any declaratory order

does not provide implicit or explicit approval of a surcharge that will be subject to NEB jurisdiction. As discussed
above, FUnt Hilts protests the proposed surcharge to canadian shippers, which It daims would subsidize tariff
rates for U.S. shippers on Spearhead.

51 . The Commission will not address in this order any aspect of the proposed surcharge.

F. TSA
52. Although En bridge does not ask the Commission to approve the TSA, Terasen states that an
Interconnection between Platte and the Spearhead project. if Implemented. wouJd provide a mechanism to
transport canadian crude oil production to CUshing via the Express, Platte and Spearhead systems. Terasen
dalms that clause 4.6(b) of the TSA might be construed by Enbridge as predudlng tariff arrangements that would
permit more competitive transportation of Csnadlan aude on to Cushing through the Terasen/Spearhead
transportation alternative under joint rates. Terasen urges the Commission to clartfy that it Is not addressing the
lawfulness or reasonableness of the aspects of the TSA, except those provisions required by Enbridge's specific
rate reques1s.
53. In responae, Enbridge states that Terasen appears to have mlsconstnJed the provision In question (Section
4.6(b)). which is not intended to affect Spearhead's ability to offer •new services at rates It deems to be
aooeptable.· Further, Enbridge confirms that It ia not requesting Commission approval of the TSA except with
respect to the rate structure under which committed shippers pay lower rates than uncommitted shippers.
54. The Commission's patcy has been that a joint rate Is just and reasonable If It is leu than or equal to the
sum of the individual tariff rates for that movement currently on 1l1e with the Commisaion.~ However. the
Commission has never required a pipeline to enter Into a joint rate that would be less than the sum of the
individual rates on tile. Thefefore, the Commission finds that the TSA language in question Is conais1ent with the
Commiuion's joint rate policy. Further, the Convnlulon emphasizes that It Is not ruling on the lawfulness or
reasonableness of aspects of the TSA except to the extent necessary to rule on the other Issues discussed
above.

Enbridge's petition for a decfaratory order is granted to the extent dlsaJssed in the body of this order.
1

Enbridge states that PlaJna All American Pipeline L.P. (Plains) pklns to construct a new 100-mile, 16-inch
pipetine from Cushing to serve the Cofl'eyville reftnely. The new Plains h is expected to be in seMc:e In March
2005. At that polnt, the remaining movements on the CCPS system to Caney will cease. and the CCPS system
w11 be entirely Idle. Therefore, Enbridge states that convension of the CCPS pipeline assets to the Spearhead
service will not result In any Interruption or degradation In service to the CotrayvHie reflnety.
2 Enbridge states that expansion

beyond 160,000 BPD would require a much graatar capital Investment, so tt is
not encompassed within the current project
3 Enbridge states that the step-up rights are as follows:

(1) for shippers with an average Initial commitment of 5,000-19,999 BPO, the tltep-tJp can be up to 100 percent of
the -weighted average of the minimum volume oomt ••~' ~ent OWif' the tnt five years of Spearhead operations;(2)
for shippers wtth an average initial commitment of 20,()()()..29,999 BPD, the atap.4Jp can be up to 150 percent ot
the first five year weighted average; and(3) for shippers with an 8Y8f898 Initial oommitment of 30,000 BPD or
more, the step-up can be up to 200 percent of the flrat five-year wetghted average.~ Enbridge states that these
rates COYer service from the origin point of the Spearhead pipeline (Initially Griffith, Indiana) to the lntet of the
Enbridge P\pelines {Om~) l.l.C. (Enbridge Oz.a~) term\nal at Cush\ng. ~bndge 1urthef &Ultes \hat ~i~ 'Wl\\
have the option at Cushing of uslng their own terminal tankage or connecting dlrectty to termnals or p~pelmea
operated by third parties on a convnerdal or common carrier basis. However, Enbridge exptalns that committed

b
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shippers choosing to use Spearhead terminal tankage at Cushing will be able do so for an added tariff charge
of $0 .025 per barrel.
5

En bridge asserts that the rate of $1 .50 per barrel for uncommitted volumes is lower than the initial cost-ofservice rate it has calculated for Spearhead of $1 .99 per barrel. However. in order to promote usage of the line for
uncommitted volumes. Enbridge intends to maintain the uncommitted rate at no mont than $1 .50 per barrel (plus
or minus applicable indexing adjustments). Further, states Enbridge, the TSAs provide that, If the uncommitted

rate is reduced in the future to a level that is less than $0.50 per barrel above the oommHted rate for the same
service (or $0.40 per barrel in the case of volume commitments below 10,000 BPD). Enbridge will reduce the

committed rate by an amount sufficient to preserve the applicable per-barrel discount for committed volumes.
~ 76£EBC ~. reh'g denied. Z7_F_E~CJru...188 (1996) .
7 98

FERC 161.219 (2002).

8

For example, states Enbridge, in Express, which also involved a project to bring Canadian aude oil to U.S.
markets, the Commission stated as follows:

It Is better to address these Issues [term rate structure and validity of proposed rates] in advance of an actual tariff
filing than to defar until the rate filing is made, when the decisiorwnaklng process would be constrained by the

deadMnes Inherent in the statutory filing procedures. The public interest Is better served by a review of the issues
presented before a filing to put the rates Into effect
Express Pipeline Partnership, 76 FERC W1245. at p. 62.253 (1996). Enbridge points out that the Commission
also stated In that proceeding that issuing a dedaratoly order Is procedurally appropriate for a new oil pipeline
entrant, which needs to obtain financing so that it can begin construction of the pfOject. ExprtJSS Pipsllne
Partnership , n FERC 161.188. at p. 61,755 (1996).
g

Terasen cites Explass Pipeline UC FERC Tariff No. 59 (term rate tariff jolntty with Platte).

1PTerasen c:ites Platte Pipe U1e Company FERC Tariff No. 1484.
11
Longhorn Partners Pipeline, 73 FERC 161.355. at p. 62,11~ (1995) (Longhom) fThe general rule on write-up
of jurisdictional facilities acquired by one corJ1)Sny from another is that such facilities must be Included in the
acquiring company's rate base at no more than their depreciated original cost ... ").
1

? Rio Gmnde Pipeline Co.

v. FERC, 118 F.3d 533 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (Rio Gmnde).

13

Narum/ Gas Pipeline Company of America, 29 FERC !61.073. at p. 61.150 (1984); see also Rio Gmnde
Pipeline Co., 78 FERC m;1,020. ~ P-· 61.082 (1997); Longhorn Partners p;pellne, 73 FERC 1161,355. at p. 61.11 1
(1995).
14 Enbridge

states that the system originally transported mostJy light grades of cnJde oil produced In Otdahoma

and VVe8t Texas to Chicago refineries, while the reconfigured system is expected to transport various Canadian
grades of crude with substantlaly different physical characteristics. Enbrtdge maintains that these grades of
Canadian crude oil are expected to be attractive to refineries In Kansas. Oklahoma, and Texas.
15

See Longhorn Partners Pipeline, l.;tfERC W1 .355. at p. 62.113 (1995). This beneftt was not considered as a
factor in Longhorn or Rio Gmnde. but the Court of Appea!s emphasized it as a significant consideration in Rio
Gmnde Pipeline Co. v. FERC, 178 F.3d 533, 536-37 (D.C. Cir. 1999). The court stated as follows: "Under this
"benefits er.ception," purchased faciJities may be Included in the rate base at the full purchase price if the
purchaser can demonstrate that (1) the acquired fadllty Is being put to a new use, and (2) the purchase price is
Jess than the cost of constructing a comparable fadlity."
·~ 1e FERC 1161,245, reh'g denied,

1

11 Plantation Pipe

7J FERC !61. 188 (1996).

LJne Co., 98 FERC m1.219 (2002}.

18 Enbridge cites Express Pipeline Partnership, 76 FERC 9)1.245, order on reh'g, ll_f.EB.~ {1996).
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I.e FERC 1161.245. at p. f12...2~ (1996).

19

Enbridge cites Express Pipeline Partnership.

20

ld. at p. 62,254.

2'

Plantation Pipe Line Co. , 98 F~.RC 1§1.219 (2002).

22

Express Pipeline Partnership, 76 FERC ~1.245 {1996).

23Jd. at

p. 62,259.

~~ Express Pipeline Partnership,

n FERC B)1.188 (1996).

25Jd. at p. 61,756.
26

See. e.g ., Great Lakes Gas Transmission Umited Partnership, 66 FERC 161,118 (1994); Equltrans, Inc.. §.3

FERC 1161,070 (1993).
~~ 73 EERC_9J..1.13§

(1995).

Crossroads agreed to file a major Section 4
design level. /d. at p. 61,396.

2tJ

rate proceeding rt Its annual firm demand level exc:eeded Its rate

~ See, e.g., Great Lakes Gas Ttansmlsslon Umited Partnership, 66 FERC 9$1.118 (1994); Equitrsns, Inc., ~

f ERC1§1.070, {1993); Arlcansas Western Pipeline Co., ~f_ERC 181.006 (1993).
~ $43,520,000 I (125,000 BPD x 365 Days Per Year)= $0.9539/bbl.
31 ~.. R. §342.2(b} (2004).
32 ff It considers It nece&681Y. Enbridge can pursue Its cost- of-service-based ra18, and elect to support that rate
through an evidentiary hearing. See, e.g., Rio Grande Pipeline Co., 1QQ._fERC te1.022 (2002).
J;J

See Texaco Pipeline, /nc .• 12 FERC 161.313 (1995).
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